
Cookie Policy  

Our website lectorium.phosagro.com, uses our technical and marketing cookies as well as third-party 

cookies to provide you with a good browsing experience.  

Cookies help enhance performance characteristics of the website, make it more user-friendly, collect 

information about visits and allow us to take measures to improve the website. Most internet browsers 

accept cookies by default. Users can change browser settings manually to block, restrict cookies or set 

up cookie notifications. If you are using multiple devices (tablet, smartphone, PC, etc.) please ensure 

that cookie settings are set to your preferences on all browsers. See the browser manual for further 

instructions on cookie settings. By continuing to browse or use www.phosagro.com, you agree to our 

Cookie Policy and give consent to transfer data about you obtained with cookies to third parties. If you 

don’t accept our Cookie Policy, you can change your browser settings or stop browsing our website. 

Blocking all cookies (including important ones) may restrict access to our website or some of its sections.  

Cookies are small text files generated by a website and stored in your internet browser, on your 

computer or your mobile device. See information below to learn more about the types of cookies we 

use on our website.  

 

Session cookie  

Temporary cookies which only exist during the time you use the website.  

 

Persistent cookies  

Stay on your device after you’ve visited our website (unless you delete them).  

 

Functional cookies  

Record information about choices that you have made, including the size of text. They also allow us to 

recognize you and tailor the website to suit your needs.  

 

Information-gathering cookies  

Collect and store information about your browsing experience, including the websites you visit. These 

files do not collect personal identity information. Collected information is stored in such a way that 

ensures anonymity. These cookies are used to enhance website performance. 

 

Cookies that are used to analyse the use of the website  

Count the number of visitors and track their website journey. This information helps us identify the 

website’s most popular sections and optimize it to make it easier for our users to find required 

information. We make our website more user-friendly by testing various functions and parameters. 

https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=en-GB 


